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n spite of the explosive
growth of the ETF market
over the past two decades
and its significant effects on the trading
environment, we know little about
the effects of ETFs on the value of
underlying stocks and the channels
through which such valuation effects
take place. In my recent research (coauthored with Professor Kee-Hong
Bae at York University and Professor
Jun-Koo Kang at Nanyang Technological
University), we seek to fill this gap in
the literature by investigating whether
and how ETFs affect the value of the
stock issuers.

Our results are largely consistent
with the negative view of ETFs and
inconsistent with the positive view.
Specifically, using the proportion of
shares outstanding held by all ETFs as
the measure of the availability of ETF,
we find that ETF holdings have a
significantly negative impact on firm
value during the eight-year sample
period from the fourth quarter of 2002
to the third quarter of 2010. However,
this negative impact exists only for firms
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There are two competing views on the
effect of ETFs on firm value, namely,
the view that ETFs adversely affect the
value of the stock issuers (the “negative
view”) and the view that they have a
positive effect on the issuer value (the
“positive view”). According to the
negative view, the significant rise in ETF
trading increases systematic risk of the
underlying stocks and both supply of
and demand for underlying shares to
sell short. In contrast, the positive view
suggests that ETFs increase firm value
through improvement in stock liquidity
and increased demand by institutional
investors for stocks that underlie
the ETF.

with market capitalization below the
sample median, suggesting that small
firms suffer more from the rise of ETFs.
The economic impact of ETF holdings
on the value of small firms is substantial:
For firms with market capitalization
below the sample median, one standard
deviation increase in ETF holdings leads
to a decrease in Tobin’s q by almost 13%.
To investigate the channels through
which ETFs affect firm value, we

examine how ETF holdings affect key
determinants of firm value, such as
systematic risk, short interest, liquidity,
and institutional ownership. We find that
systematic risk of small firms increases
with ETF holdings. We also find that ETF
holdings significantly increase underlying
firms’ short interest, stock liquidity, and
institutional ownership, especially for
small firms.
We then examine how the changes

in these stock characteristics caused by
the changes in ETF holdings affect firm
value. We find that systematic risk and
short-selling activities are the channels
through which ETF holdings impact on
firm value. Furthermore, we find that
even though ETF holdings improve
stock liquidity and increase institutional
ownership, these seemingly desirable
changes in stock characteristics actually
do not contribute to firm value because
they increase investors’ short-selling
activities in underlying stocks.

Our research may be of interest to
regulators and investors by providing
new insights on a number of important
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a conflict of interest that exists in the
ETF industry. While ETF sponsors have
strong incentives to lend underlying
stocks to short sellers to make profits,
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the potential benefits and costs of the
rise of ETFs. Finally, regulators are
increasingly concerned about the potential risks of having ETFs, particularly their impact on market volatility. By providing firm-level
evidence that ETFs increase the systematic volatility and thereby decrease the value of the underlying firms, our paper provides
direct evidence in support of this concern and calls for future research on the systemic risks of ETFs.
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